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Polanyi’s classic paper, co-authored by Henry Eyring, reproduced in this issue, was truly a classic, mapping
out the potential energy surface of a chemical reaction, identifying the reactants and products valleys, introducing the concept of a transition state, and explaining the magnitude of the activation energy for the first
time. It tried to envisage individual trajectories and anticipated the role of reagent translation and vibration
on the rate of a chemical reaction. The article, originally published in Z. Phys. Chem., in 1931 in German,
has been fully translated and the oﬃcial version published in the same journal recently (2013). We are
grateful to the journal for granting the permission to reproduce the article.
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/RQGRQ¶V WKHRU\ RI DGLDEDWLF FKHPLFDO UHDFWLRQV LQ SDUWLFXODU DWRP UHDFWLRQV LV IXU
WKHU GHYHORSHG 7KH GHSHQGHQFH RI WKH WRWDO ELQGLQJ HQHUJ\ RI LQGLYLGXDO DWRP SDLUV RQ
LQWHUDWRPLF GLVWDQFH LV GHULYHG IURP RSWLFDO GDWD DQG FRUUHFWHG IRU &RXORPE FRQWULEX
WLRQV XVLQJ WKH +HLWOHU±/RQGRQ DSSURDFK $V H[DPSOHV VHUYH FROOLQHDU UHDFWLRQV RI WKH
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7KH FRXUVH RI WKH UHDFWLRQ LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ WKH PRWLRQ RI DQ LPDJH SRLQW LQ WKH I HOG RI
WKH ELQGLQJ HQHUJ\ RI WKH DWRPLF V\VWHP GHSHQGLQJ RQ LQWHUDWRPLF GLVWDQFHV SORWWHG LQ
D VSDWLDO GLDJUDP
$FFRUGLQJ WR ) /RQGRQ WKH SRVVLEOH FRXUVH RI FKHPLFDO UHDFWLRQV FDQ EH FRQVLG
HUHG DV DQ DGLDEDWLF LQWHUDFWLRQ ZKHUHE\ WKH HQHUJ\ RI WKH V\VWHP YDULHV FRQWLQXRXVO\
ZLWK LQWHUDWRPLF GLVWDQFHV +H H[SOLFLWO\ GHULYHG VXFK HQHUJ\ IXQFWLRQV IRU WKH VLPSOHVW
FDVH RI D UHDFWLRQ LQYROYLQJ WKUHH RU IRXU VLQJOH YDOHQFH DWRPV RI WKH W\SH
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)ROORZLQJ /RQGRQ¶V DUJXPHQWV RQH PD\ H[SUHVV WKH HQHUJ\ RI VXFK V\VWHPV IRU HDFK
VSDWLDO FRQI JXUDWLRQ RI WKH DWRPV LQ WHUPV RI WKH HQHUJ\ IXQFWLRQ RI WKH GLDWRPLF
PROHFXOHV WKDW FDQ EH IRUPHG E\ SDLUZLVH FRPELQDWLRQ RI WKH UHDFWLQJ DWRPV :KHQ WZR
PROHFXOHV RI +, UHDFW e. g. DFFRUGLQJ WR
+,  ,  +
DW HYHU\ VWDJH RI WKH UHDFWLRQ WKH HQHUJ\ FDQ EH H[SUHVVHG DV D IXQFWLRQ RI WKH VL[ LQ
WHUDWRPLF VHSDUDWLRQV LI WKH UHVSHFWLYH HQHUJLHV RI WKH LQGLYLGXDO PROHFXOHV +, +  DQG
, DUH NQRZQ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI LQWHUQXFOHDU GLVWDQFH )RU D PRUH ULJRURXV DSSOLFDWLRQ RI
/RQGRQ¶V H[SUHVVLRQV WKRXJK EHLQJ DSSUR[LPDWH WKHPVHOYHV RQH QHHGV WR NQRZ WKH
FRQWULEXWLRQ RI WKH DFWXDO YDOHQFH ³UHVRQDQFH´ HQHUJ\ RU UDWKHU KRZ PXFK ± DIWHU VXE
WUDFWLQJ WKH ODWWHU ± KDV WR EH FRQVLGHUHG DV ³&RXORPE HQHUJ\´  7KH H[SUHVVLRQV IRU WKH
UHVSHFWLYH HQHUJLHV DUH DV IROORZV
)RU D UHDFWLRQ RI W\SH  DQ DUELWUDU\ FRQI JXUDWLRQ RI DWRPV ; < = LV GHWHUPLQHG
E\ WKH GLVWDQFHV a, b, c )LJ   )XUWKHU WKH HQHUJLHV RI WKH LPDJLQDU\ LVRODWHG GLDWRPLF
PROHFXOHV =< ;= ;< DUH GHQRWHG E\ (a) (b) (c)
&RQVHTXHQWO\ WKH HQHUJ\ RI HDFK RI WKHVH PROHFXOHV KDV WR EH FRQVLGHUHG DV WKH VXP
RI D &RXORPE WHUP A(a) B(b) C(c) DQG WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ YDOHQFH HQHUJ\ (a) (b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)

A(a)  (a)
B(b)  (b)
C(c)  (c)



DQG WKH WRWDO HQHUJ\ RI WKH V\VWHP WDEF LV JLYHQ E\ WKH DSSUR[LPDWH HTXDWLRQ
 WDEF

A B C

             .



,Q FDVH RI D W\SH  UHDFWLRQ D FRPSOHWH GHVFULSWLRQ RI DQ DUELWUDU\ VSDWLDO FRQI JXUDWLRQ
RI WKH IRXU DWRPV UHTXLUHV WKH VL[ DWRP SDLU GLVWDQFHV 9; <= ;= 9< 9= ;< ZKLFK
LQ )LJ  DUH GHQRWHG DV a  a  b  b  c  c  UHVSHFWLYHO\ $JDLQ WKH WRWDO HQHUJ\ HPHUJHV
DV D IXQFWLRQ RI WKH HQHUJLHV RI WKH LQGLYLGXDO GLDWRPLF PROHFXOHV WKDW FDQ EH IRUPHG
E\ SDLUZLVH FRPELQDWLRQ RI WKH UHDFWLQJ DWRPV ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR VL[ YDOHQFH FRQWULEXWLRQV
 (a )  (a )  (b )  (b )  (c )  (c ) WKHUH DSSHDU WKH &RXORPE WHUPV A  (a )

$W WKLV VWDJH ZH QHJOHFW WKH ]HUR SRLQW HQHUJ\ ZKLFK ZLOO EH WDNHQ LQWR DFFRXQW E\ D FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
FRUUHFWLRQ LQ WKH QH[W VHFWLRQ
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A  (a ) B (b ) B (b ) C (c ) C (c ) ZKLFK DOWRJHWKHU \LHOG WKH IROORZLQJ H[SUHVVLRQ
IRU WKH WRWDO HQHUJ\
 Wa a b b c c

A   B  C  A   B  C  (   )   (   ) 
 (   )   (   )(   )  (   )(   )
 (   )(   )




D

.

.QRZLQJ WKH HQHUJ\ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI DWRP GLVWDQFHV EDVLFDOO\ LW LV SRVVLEOH WR FDOFXODWH
WKH DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\ IRU HDFK SRVVLEOH UHDFWLRQ RI WKH V\VWHP WKH LQLWLDO DQG I QDO FKHP
LFDO VWDWH FRUUHVSRQG WR UHVSHFWLYH HQHUJ\ PLQLPD VHSDUDWHG E\ D FKDLQ RI HQHUJ\ KLOOV
LQKLELWLQJ WKH UHDFWLYLW\ ,W LV WKH ORZHVW HQHUJ\ WUDQVLWLRQ VXUSDVVLQJ WKLV PRXQWDLQ UDQJH
WKDW GHI QHV WKH DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\
,Q SULQFLSOH WKHUHIRUH WKH DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\ FRXOG EH GHWHUPLQHG E\ H[DPLQLQJ DOO
SRVVLEOH SDWKZD\V OHDGLQJ IURP WKH HQHUJ\ ZHOO RI WKH LQLWLDO WR WKDW RI WKH I QDO VWDWH WR
I QG RXW WR ZKDW H[WHQW WKH HQHUJ\ ULVHV DORQJ HDFK SDWK 7KH WUXH UHDFWLRQ SDWK ZRXOG
WKHQ EH WKH RQH ZKLFK VXUSDVVHV WKH HQHUJ\ ODQGVFDSH DW WKH ORZHVW HOHYDWLRQ DQG WKH
DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\ ZRXOG HTXDO WKH YDOXH RI WKH HQHUJ\ PD[LPXP DORQJ WKLV SDWK
6HDUFKLQJ DOO SRVVLEOH SDWKV DSSHDUV WR EH D UDWKHU ODERULRXV WDVN DW I UVW )RU IRXU
DWRPV RQH ZRXOG KDYH WR YDU\ VL[ FRRUGLQDWHV LQ DOO SRVVLEOH ZD\V DQG HYHQ IRU WKH VLP
SOHVW FDVH ZLWK RQO\ WKUHH UHDFWLQJ SDUWLFOHV RQH ZRXOG KDYH WR UHSUHVHQW WKH HQHUJ\ DV
D IXQFWLRQ RI WKUHH FRRUGLQDWHV LQ IRXU GLPHQVLRQDO VSDFH ,W LV RI PDMRU LPSRUWDQFH IRU
WKH SUDFWLFDOLW\ RI WKH WKHRU\ WKHUHIRUH WKDW WKHUH DUH FDVHV IRU ZKLFK E\ JHQHUDO UHD
VRQLQJ RQH FDQ VHW OLPLWV WR WKH UHJLRQ LQ ZKLFK WR ORRN IRU SDWKV RI ORZHVW DFWLYDWLRQ
HQHUJ\ )RU D WKUHH DWRP UHDFWLRQ WKLV ZDV DFFRPSOLVKHG E\ /RQGRQ ZKR FRXOG SURYH
WKDW VXFK UHDFWLRQV KDYH WKH ORZHVW DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\ ZKHQ WKH WKUHH DWRPV HQFRXQWHU
DORQJ D VWUDLJKW OLQH )LJ  
)RU D UHDFWLRQ RI RQO\ WKUHH DWRPV WKH QXPEHU RI LQGHSHQGHQW YDULDEOHV RI WKH HQ
HUJ\ GHSHQGHQFH KHQFH UHGXFHV WR WZR DV DORQJ WKH SDWK RI PLQLPXP DFWLYDWLRQ HQHUJ\
RQH KDV b  c a ZKLFK DOORZV XV WR YLVXDOL]H WKH HQHUJ\ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI b DQG c
LQ D VSDWLDO GLDJUDP 7KH SUHVHQW FRPPXQLFDWLRQ GHDOV ZLWK WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI VXFK
VSDWLDO HQHUJ\ GLDJUDPV IRU WKUHH UHDFWLRQV LQ ZKLFK DQ +DWRP UHDFWV ZLWK GLIIHUHQW
GLDWRPLF PROHFXOHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH VFKHPH +  ;=  +;  = :H LQ WXUQ FKRVH WKH
FDVHV ;= +  ;= +%U DQG ;= %U  i. e. WKH UHDFWLRQV
+  + SDUD  + RUWKR  +
+  +%U  +  %U
+  %U  +%U  %U .
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Fig. 3. The atom Y attacks the molecule XZ in the direction of lowest activation energy.

The assessment of this sequence of similar examples, which at the same time exhibit
signif cant variation in relevant energies and masses, is intended mainly to deepen our
insight into the adiabatic reaction mechanism. It is not our aim to come to a decision
whether these reactions or chemical reactions in general in reality proceed adiabatically.
The fact that at the end of this more detailed investigation we will f nd the adiabatic assumption quite adequate to explain the extremely rapid course of these three reactions
(as well as the high reactivity of free atoms and radicals as such) undoubtedly supports
the adiabatic picture, but the agreement remains inconclusive as it lacks quantitative
character.
Apart from that, the signif cance we ascribe to the adiabatic mechanism is enhanced
by the fact that we cannot view the suggestion of a quantum jump like course of chemical reactions as a satisfactory description.
The f rst attempt of this kind by Villars3 rests upon an assumption about the arrangement of the reacting molecules, for which a reaction is not feasible at all. The
reasonable implementation, however, in which Franck and Rabinowitsch4 describe the
chemical reaction as a “radiationless transition”, to us seems to provide downright evidence for a decisive contribution of adiabatic interactions if followed up quantitatively.
Let us take a look at the best known bimolecular reaction H2 + I2  2HI and assume (the most favorable case) that the entire activation energy of ca. 40 kcal is taken
up by the vibrations of the H2 -molecule which expands as a consequence; the distance between the two H-atoms increases to about 1.3 Å at most. On the other hand,
no molecular lattice can be found, where adjacent atom layers belonging to distinct
molecules are as close as this to each other. Consequently, if the H-atoms of two activated HI-molecules collide at such short distances to form H2 and I2 , this proves that the
activation energy not only extends the molecules, but at the same time decisively helps
to remove intermolecular repulsive forces along the reaction path.
This phenomenon – that stretching a homopolar molecule decreases the repulsive
wall separating it from neighboring particles – is a fundamental result of London’s theory that has not been provided by any other approach yet. The proof that activation to
a large extent results in a reduction of repulsive forces, therefore, speaks for the applicability of this theory. Similarly, the exceptionally high reactivity of free atoms and
radicals mentioned above, for which so far the adiabatic mechanism provides the only
explanation, may act as a criterion for its actual signif cance.

1. Components of the heat of activation
In the work that we referred to above, F. London tried to reduce the energy expression (4) by adequate approximations to a form containing only experimentally acces3
4

Villars, Phys. Rev. 34, 1063 (1929)
J. Franck and E. Rabinowitsch, Z. Elektrochem. 36, 794 (1930)
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sible quantities. For this purpose he neglected terms of two types. First, he set the
Coulomb terms to zero, A, B, C = 0. Second, he neglected the exchange term  resulting from the interaction of the two outer atoms. One obtains the result that the top of the
energy barrier, W , is reached at the point where  equals / 2. The heat of activation
was determined as the difference between the valence energy 0 of the XZ-molecule in
the initial state and the energy height W , |0 |  W = 0.13.
The value calculated in such a way for the heat of activation we choose to call
“-activation energy” here. In addition to this “-component”, however, signif cant
contributions to the heat of activation come from the two neglected quantities, the energies provided by the -term and the Coulomb terms, as we will show in the following.
The former causes an increase of the activation energy and as such could be called its
“-part” or “-activation energy”. The latter leads to its decrease and might be called
the Coulomb subtraction from the activation energy.
These three contributions are complemented by a fourth term if one takes into
account the zero point energy, as also the zero point energy changes in a chemical reaction. Consequently, to determine the activation energy one has to consider the mountain
range of the total energy given by the sum of potential and zero point energy. We will
see later, that this fourth contribution always reduces the activation energy, though it
does not make a big difference.

2. Further outline of the paper
In order to represent the energy surface of completely collinear reactions (Fig. 3), we
would have to know the dependence of the resonance energy and the Coulomb energy
on the three atom distances b, c, and b + c = a and then, based on expression (4 ), follow
the behavior of the zero point energy along the surface and add it to Wabc at every point.
Wabc = A(b + c) + B(b) + C(c)
+

(4 )

(b + c) + (b) + (c)  (b + c)(c)  (b + c)(b)  (b)(c)
2

2

2

Unfortunately, our knowledge of the functions A, B, C and , ,  is quite limited, as
they are known only for the atom pair H–H, and even in this case only to a fairly rough
approximation. To proceed in spite of these shortcomings, in a f rst step we will assume that the total binding energy of the respective atom pairs consists of resonance
energy only. The activation energy we will calculate in this way just contains - and
-contributions and neglects the Coulomb subtraction as well as the reduction due to
zero point energy. Also the - and -contributions will be too large because we omit
the Coulomb part. Hence, our result will be an overestimate in many respects.
In a second step – in order to deal with more assessable aspects f rst – we will discuss zero point energy, followed, third, by a (renewed) treatment of the reaction of three
H-atoms based on the theoretical calculation of Coulomb and resonance energy curves
by Heitler and London. In the subsequent fourth section we will use these results in an
attempt to correct the activation energy obtained in steps one and two. In the f nal f fth
section we will discuss the dynamics of the reaction, i. e. the interplay of forces and
momenta during the adiabatic process, and address in particular the question, to what
extent kinetic and vibrational energy contribute to the activation energy.
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3. Energy surfaces to f rst approximation
3.1 a) Energy curves of atom pairs
The approximation we want to apply at f rst consists, as just indicated, in considering
the total binding energy as resonance energy. If we denote the binding energies of the
three atom pairs in question as m(b), n(c) and l(b + c), the energy surface we want to
investigate according to (4 ) is given by
Wabc =

l(b + c) 2 + m(b) 2 + n(c) 2  l(b + c)m(b)  l(b + c)n(c)  m(b)n(c) . (4 )

Following a suggestion by H. Eyring5 , we will extract the functions l, m, n from band
spectra, using the approximate equation of P. M. Morse6 which gives the binding energy
of a diatomic molecule as
 = D(e 2k(r r0 )  2e k(r r0 ) ) .

(6)

The potential dissociation energy D (= sum of heat of dissociation and zero point energy) of the relevant diatomic molecules (H2 , HBr, Br2 ) is known. The values of k
according to Morse may be determined form the known anharmonicity constants b via

k = 0.2454 · Mb ,
(7)
where M denotes the reduced molar mass of the atoms, MM11+MM22 . Finally we know the
normal internuclear distance r0 of the diatomic molecules, such that Eq. (6) offers –
as far as its approximation holds – a practical tool to determine the binding energy as
a function of internuclear distance r.
For the three reactions we envisage in our calculation
H + H2 para  H2 ortho + H
H + HBr  H2 + Br
H + Br2  HBr + Br

(5a)
(5b)
(5c)

we just need the three energy curves (as we may neglect the difference between orthoand para-hydrogen) of H–H, H–Br, and Br–Br. These curves, which are plotted in
Fig. 4, were calculated according to Eq. (6) using the parameters listed in Table 1.
The constant k for H2 was calculated from b by Eq. (7), for HBr and Br2 from  and
D using
k = 0.2454 · 

M
.
4D

(8)

For the latter two molecules we desisted from a direct calculation using anharmonicity
constants, because these were not known at all (HBr) or of insuff cient accuracy (Br2 ).
We may get a clue to judge the approximation provided by Eq. (6), when we compare the k-values for hydrogen obtained from Eqs. (7) and (8). The f rst value – listed
5
6

H. Eyring, Naturw. 18, 915 (1930)
P. M. Morse, Phys. Rev. 34, 57 (1929)
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Fig. 4. Binding energy (potential energy) as a function of internuclear distance for H2 , HBr, Br2 , calculated
according to Morse [Eq. 6].

Table 1.
Bond

U/ cm 1

/ cm 1

b / cm 1

M

r0 / Å

/ cm 1

D/ cm 1

k/ cm 1

H–H
H–Br
Br–Br

37 000
29 730
15 910

4264
2559
326.1

144.4
–
1.2

0.5
0.988
40.0

0.75
1.42
2.26

2132
1279
163

39 132
31 009
16 073

2.09
1.768
2.00

The table contains the following:
U = total dissociation energy
 = fundamental frequency
b = anharmonicity constant
M = half the harmonic mean of atomic weights
r0 = normal internuclear distance
 = zero point energy
D = potential energy of bond
k = constant from Eq. (6)

in the table – is 2.09, while the other amounts to 1.98. The deviation is so small that it
may be neglected. For Br2 one would calculate k = 1.7 from Eq. (7).

3.2 b) Constructing energy surfaces to f rst approximation
At f rst, we show in Fig. 5 the resonance energy surface for the reaction H + H2 
H2 + H, constructed on the basis of Eq. (4 ), i. e. neglecting the Coulomb terms. It is
a small scale plot covering large distances, where b and c (see Fig. 5a) vary from 0 to
5 Å, extending far beyond the impact range of valence forces. Therefore at the right
and upper borders of the f gures we deal with practically completely separated entities H + H2 and 3H, respectively. The part relevant for the reaction is compressed into
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Fig. 5. Resonance energy of three collinearly arranged H-atoms as a function of interatomic distances
(“resonance energy surface”) calculated from the optical energy curve of H2 (Fig. 4), neglecting the
Coulomb contribution.

Fig. 5a. Initial state for the reaction H + H2  H2 + H depicted in Fig. 5.

a small area surrounding the point b = c = 1 Å with a radius of about 0.5 Å. We will
look at this region using appropriate magnif cation in the next section, but for now we
will focus our discussion on the wider frame embedding the central reaction part.
As the energy difference between ortho and para hydrogen because of its smallness
may be neglected, the f nal state differs in no way from the initial state and the graph
is symmetric with respect to the 45 diagonal (dot-dash line). Just for the sake of def nition, we chose as initial state the one where c is very large and b = b0 = 0.75 Å attains
the normal atom distance in the hydrogen molecule, whereas the f nal state has b very
large and c = c0 = 0.75 Å. These two states are located at the bottom of the two energy
valleys that one f nds at a distance of 0.75 Å extending to inf nity parallel to the coordi-
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nate axes. The valley f oor at inf nity is taken as the energy zero, such that the numbers
at the contour lines give the values of the function | D|  Wabc .
With these def nitions the activation energy is nothing else but the height of the
transition point between entrance and exit valley. In the following we assume (without examining for now if it is dynamically feasible) that the path the reaction takes
has to lead along the trajectory orthogonal to the contour lines from the base of the
entrance valley across the top of the pass (indicated by the dashed arrow “reaction
line” in Fig. 5). As can be seen, the highest point of this “reaction path” is situated at
b = c = 0.95 Å.
A steep energy wall ascends from this reaction line towards the coordinate axes,
arising from repulsive forces between the atoms. At the opposite side, towards the center region, the energy rises as well yet more gently, as work has to be performed against
the weaker attractive forces. Between these two mountain faces the two valleys extend
slowly rising towards the diagonal, where they merge forming a saddle point.
The large central plateau, on the other hand, marks the region where the three
atoms are completely separated and the energy equals D. At the opposite side of the
reaction line, which corresponds to a bond compression, the energy should approach inf nity towards the coordinate axes. However, it rises to just about 0.9 D before actually
decreasing again. This indicates a failure of the underlying approximation. In later examples this decrease is going to cause serious diff culties, and we will have to bear in
mind that the diagram is not valid in the corresponding region and restrict ourselves to
the complementary part of the f gure.
For a better understanding of the concept of “reaction path” that we introduced
in a preliminary fashion and as a preparation of later applications of the contour plot,
we would like to add the following clarif cation. Moving the image point parallel to
a coordinate axis corresponds to an exclusive variation of either b or c, meaning that
the distance between the central atom and one of the outer atoms has changed while
the other remained constant. Any motion askew to the coordinate axes is equivalent to
a simultaneous variation of both distances b and c. Consequently, if the image point in
Fig. 5 starts from the initial state at inf nity and follows the reaction line, as long as it
moves parallel to the c-axis this means that an H-atom approaches the H2 -molecule in
the direction of the molecular axis without affecting the molecule in any way. Only at
the point where the reaction path begins to deviate from this direction, the approach of
the atom towards the attacked molecule starts to cause a lengthening of its internuclear
distance. As soon as this “inductive action”7 becomes noticeable, the rise of the valley
bottom sets in and the climb up the valley continues until the activation energy at the
saddle point region is reached and the two atom separations have become equal, while
all along the curvature of the path is increasing.
This symmetric transition state is depicted in Fig. 6. The two distances are approximately b = c = 0.95 Å compared to a normal distance of 0.75 Å in the H2 -molecule.
In order to facilitate reading out the energy of the transition state we present an enlarged plot of the saddle point region in Fig. 7: there we determine an energy value of
30 kcal.
7

F. London in Probleme der modernen Physik (Sommerfeld-Festschrift), S. Hirzel, Leipzig 1928,

p. 109.
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Fig. 6. Labile transition state of the three H-atoms; taken from Fig. 5 (or Fig. 7, alternatively).

Fig. 7. Saddle point region of the “resonance energy surface” from Fig. 5 on a larger scale (grained region
in Fig. 5).

Evidently, taking into account the interaction of the two outer atoms in terms of the
expression l(b + c) contributes signif cantly to the heat of activation. The -component,
which would determine the activation energy in the absence of the -term, just gives
a value of 14 kcal (corresponding to 0.13 D). Also, the reaction mechanism would be
quite different if one omitted the -term: neglecting l(b + c) one obtains from Eq. (4 )
for the diagonal (as b = c):
Wabc = m(b) = n(c) .
Instead of the saddle point there would be an energy well with its bottom at the same
height as the initial and f nal state valley. The well would be closed off from initial and
f nal states by energy barriers equal to the -term. As mentioned above, the position of
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Fig. 8. “Resonance energy surface” of the collinear reaction H + HBr  H2 + Br (saddle point region) obtained from the optical energy curves of H2 and HBr (Fig. 4), neglecting the Coulomb contribution.

Fig. 8a. Initial state of the reaction H+HBr  H2 + Br in Fig. 8.

these barriers is given by the relation  = 2 . It is fulf lled as soon as the approaching
H-atom reaches a distance of 1.34 Å to the H2 -molecule. Because of the equivalence of
initial and f nal states, barriers at b = 1.34 Å and c = 1.34 Å would enclose the well situated in place of the saddle point. If additionally one includes the Coulomb contribution
to the binding energy, the well between these two barriers deepens further by another
8 kcal, such that at low temperatures the H3 -conf guration should become practically
stable.
Figure 8 shows a section of the energy landscape of the reaction H + HBr 
H2 + Br calculated via Eq. (4 ) based on the curves displayed in Fig. 4, in the same
way as the diagrams in Figs. 5 and 7. The distances a, b and c are def ned explicitly in
Fig. 8a. The contour lines in Fig. 8 are displayed as full lines at the compression side
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Fig. 9. “Resonance energy surface” of the collinear reaction H + Br2  HBr + Br (saddle point region) obtained from the optical energy curves of Br2 and HBr (Fig. 4), neglecting the Coulomb contribution.

Fig. 9a. Initial state of the reaction H + Br2  HBr + Br in Fig. 9.

just up to the point where the energy unrealistically starts to decrease again, an artifact
we discussed already in Fig. 5. The f rst contour which shows this effect is included as
a dashed line.
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In contrast to the process involving three H-atoms, the reaction H + HBr  H2 + Br
represents true chemical change in which initial and f nal states are quite different. This
is ref ected in the asymmetric shape of the diagram, as well as in the different energy
height of initial and f nal state corresponding to the heat of the reaction. Particularly
striking is the effect that the f nal state valley stretches so far towards the c-axis that it
ends practically right opposite to the extended axis of the initial state valley: the saddle
separating the two valleys lies almost parallel to the c-axis.
This also affects the course of the reaction line which passes the activation saddle
without much curvature and undergoes the crucial change of direction until well in the
f nal state valley. We will discuss the dynamical implications of this behavior at a later
stage. For now we just would like to mention that in the activated transition state, i. e.
at the saddle point, the HBr-atom distance is just slightly extended by just about 0.1 Å
with respect to the normal bond length. The height of the saddle is 26 kcal, compared to
a value of 11 kcal for the -component as given by 0.13 DHBr .
For our third example, the reaction H + HBr  H2 + Br, the energy landscape is
disturbed by the nonfactual energy decrease at the compression side to such an extent
that we can only roughly sketch it in Fig. 9. All features noted in the previous example
are found to be more pronounced. The activation saddle is a straight continuation of the
entrance valley, such that the transition state conf guration of the Br2 -molecule is not extended at all. The reason is that in this case the energy of the activation saddle is due
entirely to the -component of the heat of activation, (0.13 DBr2 = 6 kcal).

4. Zero point energy contribution to activation
One may get an idea of how the zero point energy affects the activation process by following the changes which the vibrational features of the system of atoms undergo as the
reaction proceeds. From Fig. 5 it is obvious that stationary vibrations, apart from those
in initial and f nal state, can occur only at the energy saddle. The zero point energies of
initial and f nal state are
1 =

h1
;
2

2 =

h1
.
2

(9)

In the case of three reacting H-atoms, H + H2  H2 + H, initial and f nal state are idenh
tical such that 1 = 2 and 1 = 2 with H2 = 2H2 .
The vibration at the saddle in the case of Fig. 5 is directed along the diagonal.
In Fig. 6 it corresponds to symmetrical linear motion of the two outer atoms with respect to the central atom which is at rest. As the energy surface curvature at the saddle,
where this oscillation takes place, is much smaller than in the initial or f nal state valley
(Fig. 10), the quasi-elastic force driving the extended outer atoms towards the central atom is much weaker as the forces opposing the expansion of the atoms in the
H2 -molecule. As the moving masses are the same in both cases, it follows that the oscillation frequency must be signif cantly smaller than in the H2 -molecule. Consequently

the zero point energy at the saddle point  = h2 is much smaller than its initial value
H2 . As the reaction proceeds, therefore, the total energy Wabc   increases as the zero
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Fig. 10. Estimating the fundamental frequency and zero point energy of the labile transition state of three
H-atoms (Fig. 6): I: potential energy of the normal H2 -molecule; II: potential energy of three H-atoms in
symmetrical conf guration (diagonal cut from Fig. 7).

point energy decreases, which means that the heat of activation given by
| D|  |W  |  (0   ) ,

(10)

is reduced by the same amount (D and 0 refer to the initial state, W  and  to
saddle point). Taking into account that the Coulomb terms will cause an additional
signif cant f attening of the surface in the saddle point region (see Fig. 14), one may
conclude that  can be only a small fraction of 0 . To calculate the activation energy
for H + H2  H2 + H, therefore, one has to subtract almost the entire zero point energy
of the H2 -molecule, i. e. 6.2 kcal. This subtraction will be required for reactions involving other molecules as well, but as the zero point energies will be much smaller than for
H2 , it will not matter that much.

5. Recalculation of the reaction H + H2  H2 + H based on
theoretically calculated resonance and Coulomb curves
So far our calculations were based on the assumption that we can identify the binding
energy with the resonance energy. In order to assess to what extent this impairs the results, we will now reconsider the only case for which separate theoretical calculations of
the resonance as well as the Coulomb energy are available. Our treatment will be based
on these theoretical functions for the reaction we have in mind, i. e. H + H2  H2 + H,
where we only need to know the dependence of resonance and Coulomb energy on the
distance between the H-atoms, the functions f(r) and F(r). These were calculated according to equations given by Sugiura8 based on the theory developed by Heitler and
8

Sugiura, Z. Phys. 45, 484 (1927).
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Fig. 11. Coulomb energy F(r), resonance energy f(r) and total binding energy of H2 calculated by Sugiura’s expression based on Heitler-London theory; for comparison the binding energy H2 based on optical
data according to Morse is also shown.

London9 and subsequently plotted in Fig. 11.10 Analogous to Fig. 7, we also present the
resonance term (remaining after omission of the Coulomb term),
Wr =

f(b + c) 2 + f(b) 2 + f(c) 2  f(b + c) f(b)  f(b + c) f(c)  f(b) f(c)

(11)

for the neighborhood of the activation saddle as a contour diagram in Fig. 12. The shape
of the energy landscape differs slightly from that shown in Fig. 7. The saddle is replaced by a shallow basin separated from initial and f nal state valleys by low saddles
on either side. In reality, such a basin would be hard to imagine, since by adding the
Coulomb term it would be transformed into an energy well suff ciently deep for stable
H3 to be formed. However, we will not pursue this point any further, since the underlying functions are too crude approximations. One may best judge the extent to which
they deviate from reality by comparing the curve F(r) + f(r) representing in principle
the total potential energy with the empirical Morse potential curve H2 in Fig. 11.
We will rather concentrate on the function F(r) (using an approximation described
in the next section), whose magnitude is suff ciently small, such that its uncertainty is
of no great consequence. The Coulomb contribution
WC = F(b + c) + F(b) + F(c)
9
10
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(12)

Heitler and London, Z. Phys. 44, 455 (1927).
E1
E2
In Sugiura’s notation one has F(r) =
; f(r) =
.
1+ 
1+ 
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Fig. 12. “Theoretical resonance energy surface” of three collinear H-atoms (saddle point region) based on
f(r) from (Fig. 11).

Fig. 13. Coulomb energy of three collinear H-atoms as a function of distances (“Coulomb well”) calculated
from F(r) (Fig. 11).
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is shown in Fig. 13 for the vicinity of the activation saddle of the resonance energy. In
accordance with its additive character and negative sign (with respect to the activation
energy) the Coulomb surface looks like a funnel-shaped well. As in Figs. 5 and 7, initial
and f nal state valley f oors are taken as the energy zero.
As a consequence in a next step we would have to superimpose the Coulomb well
of Fig. 13 on the resonance mountain of Fig. 12 to construct the f nal form of the energy landscape for the H + H2  H2 + H reaction. We will not perform this operation,
however, for the reason already mentioned above: because of the cumulative inaccuracies associated with the approximations involved, it does not seem worth a discussion.
In our view an apparently more suitable approach consists of the semiempirical procedure followed in the next section, in which we combine the optically determined curve of
the binding energy with the theoretically calculated Coulomb function.

6. Semiempirical method for the f nal calculation of the
H + H2  H2 + H reaction
Thus we assume, as implied by Heitler and London, that the binding energy is made up
of two kinds of energy in such a way that for one kind the individual contributions just
superimpose, while for the other they combine according to composition rules valid for
the resonance terms. Further we suppose that the superimposable component may be
represented by the function F(r) shown in Fig. 11 to about 10 or 20% accuracy. One
may ask now, how the inclusion of this function as part of the binding energy will modify the picture that we obtained in Figs. 5 and 7 by treating the total binding energy – in
a preliminary way – according to the resonance energy combination rules.
In a f rst correction step we have to adjust the resonance hill on which we have to
superimpose the Coulomb well of Fig. 13 to obtain the f nal answer. Strictly speaking,
we would have to calculate the difference
H2  F(r)
and insert the result into Eq. (4 ). It did not appear worthwhile, however, to perform this
minor correction in such a laborious manner, and even more so in view of the uncertainties of the procedure. Instead we take into account the reduction of H2 due to the
Coulomb term by a subtraction whose magnitude decreases from a maximum value in
the activation saddle point region towards the initial and f nal state valleys, as suggested
by the relevant curves in Fig. 11. In the former region its magnitude amounts to almost
constant 8% while at inf nite separation it reduces to 1 kcal.
The correction has the effect that in the region of the activation saddle of the “resonance energy surface” the | D|  Wabc is replaced by | D|  Wabc · 0.92  1. This
happens because the reduction of the resonance energies enters linearly into the expressions for the exchange energy of the atom system, as evident in Eq. (4 ). In addition,
one has to subtract 1 kcal everywhere to obtain the correct energy zero (equal to the
magnitude of the Coulomb energy at inf nity).
The second step to consider the Coulomb energy components consists of superimposing the Coulomb well (Fig. 13) on the newly adjusted resonance energy landscape.
The result is shown in Fig. 14. As one can see, the original saddle is much f atter and
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Fig. 14. Binding energy of three collinear H-atoms as a function of distances obtained by superposition of
the “Coulomb well” (Fig. 13) and the semiempirical (“reduced”) resonance energy surface.

even forms a shallow basin. Its height is about 19 kcal. To obtain the activation energy,
one has to correct this value for zero point energy. In our case, the corresponding reduction should almost equal the total zero point energy (see Fig. 10), resulting in an
activation energy of about 13 kcal. According to experiments by A. Farkas11 the true
value lies between 4 and 11 kcal.
The discussion of the other two reactions
H + HBr  H2 + Br

and

H + Br2  HBr + Br

for which we calculated the “resonance energy surface” (Figs. 8 and 9) has to remain
rudimentary with regard to a similar extension of the treatment. If we assume that the
Coulomb well has about the same depth as for the 3H-atoms, after subtraction of the
zero point energy there remains an activation energy of 10 kcal for the f rst reaction,
while it vanishes completely for the second.
Precise measurements of the corresponding reaction rates are not available. Investigations by Bonhoeffer12 demonstrate, however, that atomic hydrogen acts strongly on
both HBr and Br2 even at low pressure. Though it could well be that wall reactions are
11
12

A. Farkas, Z. physikal. Chem. (B) 10, 419 (1930).
Bonhoeffer, Z. physikal. Chem. 119, 385 (1926).
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involved, one may note that M. Bodenstein13 concluded from his measurements of the
HBr formation rate that both reactions, H + HBr  H2 + Br and H + Br2  HBr + Br
have the same heat of activation. Further, he concluded from the observed inhibition
of the induced chlorine/ hydrogen reaction Cl2 + H2  2HCl by Br2 ,14 that the second
reaction must have a very low heat of activation. It is also known that the analogous
reactions with chlorine instead of bromine show high reactivity as well.
These examples demonstrate in different ways that the adiabatic concept correctly
reproduces the general attribute of free atom reactions, i. e. their relatively low heat of
activation.

7. Dynamics of chemical change
In the foregoing discussion we have identif ed the height of the saddle point energy with
the magnitude of the heat of activation and thereby assumed implicitly that, by adding
an amount of energy equivalent to the saddle point energy to the reaction partners, it is
possible to make them react. This assumption may be self evident, but, nevertheless, we
feel it is worthwhile to explicitly test its validity. For that purpose we must investigate
the motions that occur during the actual chemical transformation. This will enable us
to f nd out what kind of energy (translational or vibrational) is required to activate the
reaction.15
In order to simplify the treatment to start with we assume that the central atom remains f xed during the reaction, because, e. g., its mass is very much larger than that of
the two outer atoms. In this case the equations of motion take the form (if for further
simplif cation one assumes equal masses for the outer atoms, m 2 = m 3 = m):

2 b 

= m 2 

t
b
.
(13)
2 c 

= m 2

t
c

In terms of our contour plots of the potential as a function of b and c these equations allow for a very intuitive interpretation: they describe a sphere of mass m rolling across
a potential energy surface subject to gravitational forces. For our purposes only the
horizontal component of the motion matters. Also one has to keep in mind that the horizontal components of the forces acting on sphere rolling downhill are not just given

, but equal to
and 
by the magnitude of the local gradients b
c


cos2 
b

and


cos2 
c

13

M. Bodenstein, Z. physikal. Chem. 121, 127 (1926).
Sv. v. Bogdandy and M. Polanyi, Z. Elektrochem. 33, 554 (1927).
The pathway of steepest descent sketched in the f gures above and denoted as “reaction path” would
represent the true reaction line, if the central atom was f xed and the two outer atoms were moved in such
a way that the reaction could proceed without the uptake or generation of translational energy. One should
also keep in mind that the application of mechanical equations of motion is just an approximation valid
for relatively short (deBroglie) wavelengths (i. e. large momenta).
14
15
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where  and  are the local inclination angles, i. e.
tan  =


b

and

tan  =


.
c

If, however, we keep  and  small by choosing a large energy scale, the effect of the
cos2 -factors will be practically eliminated.
Among the chemical reactions for which we constructed the potential f elds in the
previous section, there is none with a central atom of suff ciently large mass to allow for
the application of the simplif ed equations of motion Eq. (13). On the other hand, as we
would not like to refrain from using these readily comprehensible relations as a preparation for the treatment of the more complex general solution, for the time being we will
describe the reaction by f ctitiously keeping the central atom f xed.
What does the concept of a rolling sphere teach us with respect to the questions we
raised at the beginning of this section? Firstly: If we put the sphere right at top of the
saddle, pushing it however slightly will send it downhill. The kinetic energy it attains at
the valley f oor (neglecting the energy of the initial push) equals the saddle point energy.
It follows that the reverse motion – from the valley f oor up across the saddle – may
be induced by providing the sphere with the corresponding kinetic energy, such that the
activation energy enabling the atom system to proceed from the initial to the f nal state
equals the height of the energy saddle.
Also the kind of motion (translation or oscillation) needed for activating the reaction may be determined using the picture of the sphere rolling down the slope of
the saddle: the proportion to which the energy of the sphere arriving at the valley
f oor partitions among linear motion along the bottom of the valley (translation) and
a pendular perpendicular motion (oscillation), conversely determines the ratio of translational to vibrational energy necessary to activate the reaction starting from the initial
state.
It is the shape of the potential energy surface that determines which kind of motion
prevails as the sphere rolls down the saddle: from saddle of the kind shown in Fig. 5 the
sphere will move down the valley almost linearly, because the magnitude of the drop
height down to the point where the trajectory has almost completed its turn is small. The
corresponding drop height is large, if, as in Fig. 8, the line of steepest descent crosses
the saddle point almost parallel to one of the coordinates followed by a large fraction
of the descent in the same direction. In that case the entire acceleration of the sphere
rolling down in this direction will end as vibrational energy eventually. The characteristics of these two different energy landscapes causing this difference in behavior were
discussed above in detail, where we concluded that in Fig. 5 we have mainly “-type”
heat of activation while in Fig. 8 “-type” predominates.
We now would like to address the problem, to what extent, if at all, these relations
between potential f eld and heat of activation are modif ed, as one takes into account the
motion of the central atom we have neglected so far.16 Figure 15 again shows the atoms
X, Y, Z in the linear arrangement for the reaction.
16
The solution of this problem presented her is due to E. Wigner, who also lent his valuable support
to us in other ways during the entire project.
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Fig. 15.

If we take the x-axis as indicated and number the atoms X, Y, Z as 1, 2, 3, respectively, the equations of motion are:

 
d2 x 1

=

m1
x 1 
dt 2

 
d2 x 2
=

m2
.
(14)
x 2 
dt 2

 
d2 x 3

= 
m3
2
x 3
dt

In order to make the connection with our potential f elds, we have to express the variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , in terms of b and c. We write
x1  x2 = c
x3  x1 = b

(15)

and introduce


 



+
= 
b c 
x 1



= 

c
x 2





=
b
x 3

(16)

such that the equations of motion take the form
d2 x 1
1
d2 c
d2 x 2
= 
=

m1
dt 2
dt 2
dt 2





+
b c

+

1
m2

1
1

 1
+

=
m2
c m 1
b m 1


1
1 
d2 b
d2 x 1
d2 x 3
+

+
= 
=

b c
m 3 b m 1
dt 2
dt 2
dt 2

= 


b

1
1
+
m3
m1

+

1 
m 1 c




c

(17a)

(17b)

which just depend on the independent variables b and c, as in Eq. (13).
Consequently, the implications of these equations also may be illustrated using the
motion of the sphere on an appropriately constructed energy landscape  as function of
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Fig. 16.

b and c. For this purpose we must introduce skewed coordinates with non-equal scales,
for which the equations of motion turn out to be as follows. According to Fig. 16 let the
angle between the b- and c-axes be 2 + , and the ratio of scale factors of the two axes
be f . With q and b def ned as in Fig. 16, and for a sphere of mass m it follows that
 1
d2 q
= 
dt 2
q m
d2 c
f d2 q
=
2
dt
cos  dt 2


 f
=
tan +
q
b
c cos 

d2 b
 1
= 
dt 2
b m
d2 b
d2 b
d2 q
=
+ tan  2
2
2
dt
dt
dt


=
b
b

(18)
(19)
(20)

and by inserting Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (18)
1 f
d2 c
= 
dt 2
m cos 


f 
tan +
b
cos  c





1 
1

f  
d2 b
= 

tan 
tan +

2
dt
m b m
b
cos  c

d2 c
1 tan  
1 f 2 

=

f


dt 2
m cos  b m cos2  c
.
1

1 tan   
d2 b
2
1
+
tan
=



f

dt 2
m
b m cos  c

(21)

(22)

Comparing the coeff cients of the partial derivatives of  on the right side of these
equations with the corresponding coeff cients in Eq. (17a) and Eq. (17b) one arrives at


1 tan 
1
f
=
m cos 
m1

1 f2
1
1
+
=
m cos2 
m1
m2
1
1
1
1
1 + tan2  =
+
=
m
m · cos2 
m1
m3
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Fig. 17. Activation energy surface for the reaction of three collinear H-atoms depicted in skewed coordinates in such a way that the dynamics of the reaction may be visualized as the motion of e freely rolling
image sphere representing the motions of the three atoms. (The activation energy surface is approximated
by the “resonance energy surface” of Fig. 7.)

which in turn leads to:
1
1
+
m 3 (m 2 + m 1 )
m1
m2
f =
=
1
1
m 2 (m 3 + m 1 )
+
m1
m3
1
m 3 (m 2 + m 1 )
m2
m1
=
=
sin  = f
1
1
m 2 + m 1 m 2 (m 3 + m 1 )
+
m1
m2

(24)

m 2m 3
(m 2 + m 1 ) (m 3 + m 1 )

(25)

As a result, one can represent the motion of the system of atoms by the concept of
a rolling sphere, if the description of the energy surface is based on a skewed coordinate
system with non-equal scales where the angle  and the scale ratio f are determined
by Eqs. (24) and (25). As an example for such an energy contour diagram we again
plot in Fig. 17 the energy landscape for the reaction H + H2  H2 + H following this
new prescription. As in this case m 1 = m 2 = m 3 , it follows that f = 1 and = 30 . The
sign of the square root in Eq. (25) was taken to be positive, such that the angle between
coordinate axes becomes 120 .
This example immediately lets us realize the general relations between the potential
energy surface and the heat of activation: at f rst we note that the match between energy
saddle height and heat of activation is justif ed also in the general case, because also in
the skewed coordinate system the fact always remains that the smallest possible push
will send the image sphere from the saddle point down the f nal state valley.
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However, the distribution of the heat of activation among translation and vibration
can be a signif cantly different story if one takes into account the motion of the central
atom. As it turns out, the correction always brings about an increase of the translational
component: this is easily seen, if one takes the positive sign for sin  (as we did in
Fig. 17), such that the angle between the axis becomes larger than 90 . Looking at an
activation energy surface distorted like in Fig. 17 immediately tells us that the amount
of vibrational energy generated as the image sphere rolls from the initial into the f nal
valley decreases as the angle becomes more obtuse. The factors causing the increase of
 thus increase the translational part of the activation energy. The value of  according
to Eq. (25) just depends on the mass ratio: it gets smaller as the central atom becomes
heavier, and conversely the larger as the latter decreases in mass. It may be useful to
collect the following limiting cases:
m1 = m2 = m3
m2 = m3
m1
m2 = m3
m1
1
1
z.B. m 1 =
m2 =
m3
100
100
m1 = m2

m3

z.B. m 1 = m 2 =
m1 = m2

1
m3
100

m3

 = 30
 = 0
 = 82

 = 9
 = 45

(I)
( II )
( III )

( IV )
(V )

The determination of the kind of energy that the heat of activation energy must provide
to induce the reaction probably will be feasible for particular photochemical reactions,
mainly photo-sensitized reactions and the chemical reactions of excited atoms. The
information available for known reactions, however, so far is not suff cient for a comparison with theory to appear worthwhile.
We would like to mention, however, that the high chemiluminescence yield observed in some atom reactions can be understood in terms of the theory. The chemiluminescence proves that during such reactions as, e. g.,
Na + HgCl  NaCl + Hg
Na2 + Cl  NaCl + Na .
A large amount of the energy released is converted into vibrational energy of NaCl .
This is the kind of behavior we encountered in the examples of Figs. 8 and 9 as a signature of (exothermic) reactions with small -activation energy. In this sense, it is in
accord with theory that this behavior has been noted in all exothermic atomic reactions
of this kind (by way of chemiluminescence) that show no retardation of the reaction
whatsoever.
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8. Summary
We set ourselves the task to investigate London’s reaction rate theory of adiabatic processes for the simplest case of the three atom reaction
Y + XZ  YX + Z
in linear conf guration. It appeared that our understanding of this reaction is crucially
affected by a term that has not been taken into consideration until now, the exchange
energy between the two outer atoms (Y and Z), which acts to enhance the saturationand activation mechanism of the valence forces. The investigation was carried out as
follows:
1. In a f rst step the entire binding energy (potential energy) obtained from the band
spectra was considered as resonance energy, such that the potential energy of the
system of atoms could be calculated as a function interatomic distances and the result be plotted in a contour diagram (“resonance energy surface”). In this way the
signif cance of the interaction of the outer atoms for the energy content and the conf guration of the transition state becomes apparent; it raises the energy of the latter
(a-contribution to the heat of activation) and causes an extension of the affected
molecule. This term essentially is responsible for the instability of the transition
state (H3 ).
2. Further, we attempted to take into account the Coulomb contribution to the binding energy. Starting from Heitler-London theory and the calculations by Sugiura we
presented this function for the atom pair H2 and then calculated the Coulomb term
of the binding energy for the reaction of three H-atoms as a function interatomic distances (“Coulomb well).” Subsequently, we reduced the “resonance energy surface”
according to the calculated contributions of exchange and Coulomb terms to the
binding energy, and then superimposed the corrected “resonance energy surface”
and the Coulomb well.
3. In order to extract from the resulting potential energy surface the heat of activation,
one has to consider the zero point energy of initial and transition state. It follows
from the shape of the surface that the quasi-elastic binding force and, hence, the
zero point energy of the transition state amounts to just a fraction of that of the
initial state, such that almost the entire zero point energy of the initial state may
contribute to the heat of activation. The magnitude of the latter obtained in this way
(13 kcal), within the uncertainties of the approximations, agrees with the value of 4
to 11 kcal measured by A. Farkas for the reaction
H + H2 para  H2 ortho + H .
In addition, the discussion of other reactions, though not as detailed, supports the
adiabatic picture that can explain the high reactivity of free atoms.
4. The dynamics of the reaction may be represented (to the extent that the equations of
motion are applicable) as the motion of an image point in the potential f eld plotted
as a function of distances between the atoms. It appears that it is justif ed to identify the height of the saddle of the energy landscape with the heat of activation. In
addition, one may deduce what kind of energy (vibrational or translational) must be
provided as activation energy.
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